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A P P L I CAT I O N S

Tent Poles
Utility Poles
Ballroom Columns
Building Structures

DESCRIPTION

The PoleCat provides a temporary and secure method for mounting lighting, fans or other
production equipment to structural supports such as tent poles, building columns and utility
poles. The PoleCat mounting accessory uses integral load-rated ratchet straps to provide a
convenient method of attachment and industry standard “baby” and “junior” sized grip accessories for a wide range of mounting options.
F E AT U R E S

The PoleCat is a welded steel assembly with a chrome finish engineered to temporarily support
lighting, sound or production equipment on structural members. Two heavy-duty ratchet buckles
with interchangeable web straps provide a secure and quick method of attachment. The supplied
straps will accommodate up to a 32” circumference structural member. Greater circumferences are
possible with custom length straps. The main bracket is lined with a non-skid pad to protect support
surfaces. The 5/8” baby stud and 1-1/8” jr. receiver accept industry standard adapters, headers and
clamps. The short-armed Model 5 supports the stud and receiver 5” from the main bracket for a
tight profile while the Model 12 provides clearance of 12” for larger fixtures.
DIMENSIONS

PoleCat Model 5 measures 15”H x 6”W x 8”D and weighs 7.6 lbs.
PoleCat Model 12 measures 15”H x 6”W x 15”D and weighs 8.7 lbs.

Also available from Future Light
Orchestra Shell Lighting, TileMount,
SwivelPar, Airwall Hanger Kit,
C-ClipTruss Protector, Virtual Light Lab
Software, MR16 Striplight

Future Light Inc.

*We reserve the right to change specifications which in our opinion improves product
performance. Every effort will be made to notify users of any alterations. rev.1.2
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F Jr. Receiver, 5” long with T-handle

DESCRIPTION

The PoleCat is a welded steel assembly engineered to temporarily support lighting, sound or production
equipment onto structural members. Two heavy-duty ratchet buckles with interchangeable web straps
provide a secure and quick method of attachment. The supplied straps will accommodate up to a 32”
diameter structural member. Greater diameters are possible with custom length straps. The main
bracket is lined with a non-skid pad to protect support surfaces. The 5/8” baby stud and 1-1/8” jr. receiver
accept industry standard adapters, headers and clamps. The short-armed Model 5 supports the stud
and receiver 5” from the main bracket for a tight profile while the Model 12 provides clearance of 12” for
larger fixtures.
DIMENSIONS

PoleCat Model 5 measures 15”H x 6”W x 8”D and weighs 7.6 lbs.
PoleCat Model 12 measures 15”H x 6”W x 15”D and weighs 8.7 lbs.
OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

Baby Triple Header

TVMP Adapter

J r. Triple Header

J r. Pipe Clamp
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